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Nobody wants beads falling off of their favorite pieces of jewelry. You cannot call any design
complete until it has been secured. Among jewelry findings, gold filled crimp beads have become
increasingly popular.

Crimp beads are often attached to either ends of a cord to keep an ornament together. Using crimp
beads looks much neater than tying a knot and these beads are really easy to use. Jewelry
designers rarely have any time to spare, so you want to get the best of the best when it comes to
findings.

These beads are time savers. All you have to do is string it in, loop the end of the cord and push it
through the crimp bead. Take your pliers and crush the bead. There you have it, a fast way to have
it fastened.

Crimp beads act as buffers to provide enough beading cord to clasps. A mishap while stringing a
clasp could otherwise ruin your magnificent trinket, but with a crimp bead squeezed on, you know
you wonâ€™t lose anything.

Gold is a lustrous and luxurious metal, it is also the only metal that has never and will never go out
of fashion. Gold filled crimp beads are inexpensive and they look just like authentic gold.

As designers you want to deliver quality, no matter what your price range. When a solid layer of gold
is bonded with heat and pressure to a base metal like brass, it forms a rolled gold plate (gold filling).

Soft and shiny gold filled crimp beads are available with a 14 karat gold filling. These mini locking
systems are long lasting and flexible. They come in varieties like twisted crimp and tube beads; itâ€™s
all a matter a taste and preference.

Many people hesitate in purchasing fashion jewelry or casual accessories because of sensitive skin.
Most designers opt for gold filled crimp beads because these beads are less toxic. They are made
with materials that do not aggravate allergies or create health hazards.

Gold filled crimp beads are used in all types of jewelry, from necklaces to bracelets. They look just
as attractive as any other element in a piece of jewelry. Wholesalers also offer them in different
widths.

You can purchase jewelry findings like gold filled crimp beads online. They are sold at multiple
online wholesale and retail stores. If you still canâ€™t figure out how to use them, you will be able to find
helpful videos and step by step guides by fellow jewelry makers on the web.

Just click on the appropriate link and follow the tutorial with your raw materials like gold filled crimp
beads, clasps and pliers at hand. If you are an amateur, you may be surprised at how convenient
jewelry making has become.
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a  Gold filled crimp beads  are used in all types of jewelry, from necklaces to bracelets. They look
just as 

attractive as any other element in a piece of a  jewelry . Wholesalers also offer them in different
widths.
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